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The influence of subpolar marine ice
expansion on global climate in the Early
Pleistocene
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Major climatic-environmental transitions and ecological shifts occurred during the mid-Early
Pleistocene, a time when external forcing conditions were relatively stable. To help elucidate their
driving mechanisms, we perform linear-nonlinear analysis on global climate and oceanographic
records. A synchronous change in these records, starting at 1.9–1.6 Ma, was accompanied by an
increased obliquity signal and coeval climate regime shifts. We posit that bipolar cooling and an
extension of terrestrial ice sheets across marine margins in subpolar regions increased the sensitivity
of the global climate system to obliquity variations at this time. The resulting strengthening of
meridional and zonal temperature gradients and shoaling of the tropical thermocline would cause
enhanced aridification of East Africa and Arabia, and meanwhile a stronger East Asian winter and
summermonsoon.Our study highlights the likely contribution of subpolar sea ice expansion on critical
transitions in global climate and ecosystem evolution via its ability tomodify the sensitivity of the Earth
system to orbital variations.

The mid-Early Pleistocene (1.9–1.6Ma) witnessed a prominent global cli-
mate change, including an increase in global dust fluxes1–3, intensification of
the East Asian monsoon system4–6, and shifts in global oceanic circulation7.
In East Africa, there was an ecological shift towards open grassland habitats
accompanied by major developments in the hominin clade—including the
highest diversity of hominins, the extinction of the Paranthropus lineage
and the appearance of our direct ancestor Homo erectus at ~1.8Ma8–11.
However, external factors controlling the climate systemat this time, suchas
solar insolation, orbital parameters and atmospheric CO2 concentration

12–14

aswell as global icevolumevariations15,were relatively stable.This creates an
enigma in determining the driving factors for these apparent mid-Early
Pleistocene events.

In contrast to the relatively invariant external forcing factors over the
early Pleistocene, a prominent increase in the amplitude of Earth’s obliquity
(i.e., axial tilt, ~41 kyr period) signal is observed at 1.9–1.6Ma in many
paleoclimatic records. This increase in obliquity is recorded in bulk sedi-
ment grain size in Chinese loess deposits4,5, dust records from the North

Pacific, East Africa and Arabia3,8, sea surface temperatures (SST) in the
South China Sea16, North and South Atlantic and South Pacific at mid-
latitudes17,18. Variations in obliquity can modulate meridional temperature
gradients and poleward moisture transport19,20. Therefore, one possible
hypothesis for the mid-Early Pleistocene intensification of obliquity in
paleoclimatic records is that Northern Hemisphere ice sheets4,5 and/or the
Arctic sea ice attained a critical extent3 that allowed them to significantly
influence the East-Asian winter monsoon system. The 41‐kyr signal
observed in marine sediments of the tropical regions may be derived from
obliquity-controlled processes at high latitudes that are transmitted to low
latitudes via the atmosphere or ocean circulation21,22. Other contributing
processes that may have amplified the obliquity signal during the Pliocene-
Pleistocene include an enhanced iron fertilization‐CO2 feedback

2 and/or an
amplified CO2 feedback in conjunction with intensified Northern Hemi-
sphere glaciation21. Taken together, an enhanced sensitivity to, or feedback
from, the global climate system to obliquity could explain the observed late
Early Pleistocene environmental shifts.
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To test this idea, we collated multi-proxy paleoclimate records
from a broad region (Fig. 1) spanning the last 2.8 Ma and performed
linear and nonlinear analyses of these data. These methods included
evolutionary spectral analysis and obliquity sensitivity analysis, as well
as recurrence analysis, in order to trace evolutionary patterns in the
time and frequency domains. Our results reveal a general synchronous
change in temporal variations of all the records started at 1.9–1.6 Ma
that corroborate the global environment transition and an increased
sensitivity/feedback to obliquity. This is coincident in time with a
major subpolar cooling18,21,23,24. We thus posit that the mid-Early
Pleistocene climate–environment changes were induced by increased
sensitivity of the global climate system to obliquity-forced bipolar sea
ice expansion.

Significant changes in the global climate system during themid-
Early Pleistocene
Temporal variations in the Mn flux records in the Qaidam Basin and the
SouthChina Seaand in sedimentK content in the Sea of Japan25–28 (Fig. 2b, f,
g) (which are closely related to hydroclimate conditions of theAsian interior
and eolian dust inputs from continental Asia), show an increase starting at
~1.9Ma. Dust flux records from pelagic sediments in the Eastern
Mediterranean29, Arabian Sea and Southern Oceans30 (Fig. 2e, h) exhibit a
similar increasing trend at around this time. These observations suggest that
a climatic shift toward increased aridity occurred within the African

monsoon regions, the Middle Asia and the Asian interior since the mid-
Early Pleistocene.

Sediment grain-size data from the Chinese Loess Plateau, which
reflects variations in East Asian winter monsoon intensity, reveals a sub-
stantial increase in the intensity of the winter monsoon at ~1.7Ma4,5. In
addition, a carbonate-based rainfall proxy6 and the summer monsoon
index31 both indicate an increasing trend in East Asia summer monsoon
intensity since ~1.7Ma (Fig. 2c, d). Overall, these hydroclimate records
and monsoon-proxy results imply a shift beginning at ~1.8Ma to more
pronounced aridity with increased dust activity from African-Asian
regions, and an increased East Asia summer monsoon accompanied by
slightly strengthened East Asia winter monsoon and dust activity in
Central Asia.

Coinciding with these major climatic and environmental changes, a
consistent system transition is identified at 1.9–1.6Ma in the recurrence
analysis of the studied proxy records from different regions (Fig. 3). In a
recurrence plot, deterministic periodic processes are expressed as dark-
shaded areas dominated by longer lines and less isolated recurrence points,
while chaotic or stochasticfluctuations are expressedas unshaded areaswith
very short lines or single isolated recurrence points. The transition between
different states captures important regime changes within the data32. From
the recurrence plots for the studied records, we identify four potential
regime changes at 2.4−2.1, 1.9−1.6, 1.3−1.1 and ~0.6Ma (details in Fig. 3
and Supplementary Table 1). It is clear that all the proxy records do not

Fig. 1 | Map showing the locations of study sites and simple schematic models
showing the effects of subpolar sea ice expansion. a Locations of the data used in
this study, with principle trajectories of atmospheric circulation also shown.
b, c Schematic illustrations showing the conditions and effects of normal (b) and

extended (c) terrestrial ice sheets across themarinemargins in the sub-Antarctic and
sub-Arctic regions. EASMEastAsian SummerMonsoon, EAWMEastAsianWinter
Monsoon, ISM Indian Summer Monsoon, NATM North Africa tropic monsoon,
WC Walker Circulation.
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display exactly the same features, with slight time differences perhaps due to
differing resolutions or the various controlling factors on the different
proxies. Nevertheless, the regime shift found in some of the datasets at 2.4-
2.2Ma has also been revealed by a nonlinear measure for transition
detection on alkenone SST record from ODP Site 722 using recurrence
quantification analysis32 and a newly designed fluctuation of similarity

method33. This shift was explained as an inter-regime transition, a transition
between two different regimes32. The regime shift identified in some records
at ~1.2Ma is coincident with the well-known Mid-Pleistocene climate
transition (MPT)32–34 and the regime shift indicated at 0.6–0.4Mamight be
related to an interval when the sensitivity of the high-latitude climate
response to solar forcing reached its maximum32,34,35.

Fig. 2 | Temporal variations in various paleoclimate proxies across the past
2.8 Myr. a Coarse sediment size fraction (>30 μm) from the Western Kunlun
Mountain58. b, gMn flux records in the Qaidam Basin25,26 (SG-1) and South China
Sea27 (ODP Site 1146), respectively. c, d A carbonate-based rainfall proxy6 and the
summer monsoon index31 from the Chinese Loess Plateau. e, h Dust flux records
from the Arabian sea30 (ODP Site 722) and pelagic sediments in Eastern
Mediterranean29 (ODP Site 967), respectively. f Sediment K content in the Japan
sea28. iMarine δ18O data15(‘LR04’). j Ice-rafted debris (IRD) record from ODP Site
907 in the Nordic Seas23. k–m SST records of ODP sites 98221, 112517 and 109018,

respectively. nDifferences (based on 400-kyr smoothing curves18) between SST data
to illustrate latitudinal and meridional SST gradients. Data used are ODP sites 84663

and 84741 for the eastern equatorial Pacific (EEP), ODP Site 80641 for the western
equatorial Pacific (WEP), ODP Site 109018 for the sub-Antarctic Atlantic (SAA) and
ODP Site 88218 for the sub-Arctic Pacific (SAP). Gradients indicated by calculating
EEP-SAP, EEP-SAA, WEP-EEP and WEP-SAA. Note: Black lines in a–m show
dominant trends based on locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOWESS,
smoothing factor 0.1).
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Fig. 3 | Climate regime shifts revealed by recurrence analysis of global climate and
oceanographic records. Recurrence plots showing patterns of climate change and
major system transitions: the coarse size fraction (>30 μm) from the Western
KunlunMountain (KLM)58 (a), theMnHOAC data from theQaidamBasin25,26 (b), the
magnetic susceptibility (MS) data from the Chinese Loess Plateau31 (c), the dust flux
record from the ODP Site 722 in the Indian Ocean30 (d), the K content from the

IODP Site U1422 in the Sea of Japan28 (e), dust flux records from ODP Site 1146 in
the South China Sea27 (f) and Site 967 in the Eastern Mediterranean29 (g), and the
LR04 marine δ18O data15 (h), the ice-rafted debris (IRD) record from the ODP Site
907 in the Nordic Seas23 (i) and the SST records of ODP sites 98221 (j), 112517 (k) and
109018(l).
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Evidence for the regime shift at ~1.9-1.6Ma seems to be apparent in all
ourmeasured datasets, albeit with varying clarity (Fig. 3 and Supplementary
Table 1). A climate transition around this time has also been recognized in
previous studies using different methods. For example: in Indian monsoon
patterns at ~1.9–1.5Ma, as calculated from the lithogenic grain size record
fromODPSite 722B (reflecting thewind intensity ofAsianmonsoon30,33), in
the SST record of ODP Site 722 from the Arabian Sea at 1.9-1.7Ma32, in the
terrestrial dust flux record of ODP sites 659 (East Atlantic), 721/722 (Ara-
bian Sea) and 967 (EasternMediterranean Sea) at 1.8–1.6Ma36, as well as in
eolian variability records in Africa at ~1.7Ma8. This broadly consistent
evidence for a regime shift in multiple proxy records corroborates the view
that there was a worldwide climate state transition during the mid-Early
Pleistocene.

The identification of an environmental transition in the mid–Early
Pleistocene contrasts with the relative stability of external forcing factors
over this time interval, with little change evident in parameters such as solar
insolation and atmospheric CO2 concentration

12–14 (Supplementary Fig. 1).
However, the timing of this transition is coeval with a substantial cooling
and sea ice expansion in subpolar and high latitudes, as corroborated by a
prominent drop of sub-Antarctic and sub-Arctic SST18, an increase of ice-
raft debris in theNordic Seas23 and the Feni drift37, and a prominent drop of
SST at high latitudes on both hemispheres based on multiproxy paleo-
temperature estimates from marine sediments in the sub-Arctic Atlantic
and the Southern Oceans17,18,21,23,24 (Fig. 2j-m).

Evolutionary spectral analysis and calculated obliquity power (O/T) of
our studied records indicate an intensification of obliquity energy between
1.9 and ~1.2Ma (Fig. 4). In addition, the obliquity sensitivity (Sobl) of the

collated records further indicates increased sensitivity of the climate system
to obliquity, starting at 1.9–1.6Ma (Fig. 4). These results are consistent with
the work of ref. 17, which showed a similar increase in 41-ka obliquity in
several marine δ18O datasets at 1.8Ma. Previous work has indicated that
terrestrial ice sheets aremore sensitive to atmospheric temperature changes
modulated by variations in eccentricity and precession, whereas significant
increases in Sobl would occurwhen outlet glaciers advanced across terrestrial
margins intomarine environments, where they then becomemore sensitive
to ocean-driven oscillations influenced by changes in Earth’s obliquity38.
Thus, the intensification of obliquity and the increased obliquity sensitivity
(Sobl) that we observe in the proxy climate records starting at 1.9–1.6Ma
provide supporting evidence for a mechanistic link with coeval cooling and
sea ice expansion at subpolar and high latitudes.

To further verify this link, we employed cross-wavelet analysis
between dust and monsoon-proxy records and the two hemisphere high
latitude SST records from ODP sites 112517 (Fig. 5a–g) and 98221

(Fig. 5h–n). The results show a consistently strong correlation between
these datasets at the 41-kyr obliquity period, beginning at 1.9–1.6Ma. This
strong correlation at the obliquity scale supports the strong influence of
high latitude SST variations onglobal dust andmonsoon records, and their
increased response to obliquity forcing from ~1.9 to ~1.2Ma. After this, a
strong correlation appears between the dust and monsoon records and
high latitude SST data at the ~100-kyr short eccentricity period. This likely
indicates a response to the MPT event, since it is at this time that global
climate records reveal a shift from dominant 41-kyr forcing to dominant
~100 kyr forcing. As noted earlier, this climate shift is also evident in our
recurrence analysis (Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 |An intensification of obliquity energy between 1.9 and~1.2Ma in global climate and oceanographic records.Obliquity sensitivity (Sobl; purple curves), the ratio of
obliquity to total energy (O/T; black curves) and evolutionary spectrograms of the collated climate records (the data sources in a to l are same as in Fig. 3).
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Fig. 5 | A strong correlation between the global dust and monsoon records and
the high latitude SST variations at the obliquity scale. Cross-wavelet analysis
between dust and monsoon-proxy records and two hemispheres high latitude SST
records from ODP Site 112517 (a–g), and ODP Site 98221 (h–n). Specific dust and
monsoon-proxy records used are as follows: the coarse size fraction (>30 μm) from

the Western Kunlun Mountain (KLM)58 (a, h), the MnHOAC data from the Qaidam
Basin25,26 (b, i), the MS data from the Chinese Loess Plateau31 (c, j), the dust flux
record from the ODP Site 72230 (d, k), the K content from the IODP Site U142228

(e, l), the dust flux record fromODP Site 114627 (f,m), and the dust flux record from
ODP Site 96729 (g, n).
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Subpolar marine ice expansion forced global climate shifts dur-
ing the late early Pleistocene
The combined evidence indicates that subpolar sea ice expansion drove
increased obliquity and contributed to the climatic and environmental
transitions during the mid-Early Pleistocene. A bipolar cooling and exten-
sion of sea ice range in the sub-Antarctic and sub-Arctic regions might
increase the sensitivity of the global climate system to the obliquity beat,
thereby imprinting a significant obliquity signal to a wide region through
ocean circulation18,39.

Subpolar sea ice expansion could have facilitated the strengthening of
themeridional and zonal temperature gradients (see the schematicmodel in
Fig. 1b and c). Furthermore, it would also induce the increased sensitivity of
ice sheets to ocean-driven oscillations influenced by changes in Earth’s
obliquity38. Obliquity can exert a significant influence on the meridional
temperature gradient and poleward moisture transport, which are impor-
tant factors controlling moisture supply to sustain ice sheet growth at high
latitudes19,20—thus serving as a positive feedback to ice expansion.Wenote a
prominent increase in the meridional temperature gradient between the
subpolar regions and the equatorial Pacific18,40, and enhanced zonal SST
gradient along the equator Pacific18,41 in themid-Early Pleistocene (Fig. 2n).
This would subsequently promote strengthened surface high-pressure
zonesat low latitudes (subtropical highs), a slightly equatorward contraction
and intensification of the Hadley Circulation19,20,32–44, and a shoaling of the
tropical thermocline45–47, thereby leading to stronger upwelling in sub-
tropicalAtlantic andPacificoceans and thedevelopmentof themodern cold
tongue on the eastern sides of the Pacific and Atlantic basins18,40,42. The
resulting stronger zonal SST gradient in the Indian Ocean and the stronger
coastal upwelling in theArabian Sea (hence a coolerArabian Sea) (Fig. 1b, c)
may have been responsible for a strengthening of the Asian monsoon
through coupling between thewinds and SSTs and increased aridification in
East Africa40,48,49. At the same time, the stronger zonal SST gradient in the
Pacific and associated enhanced Walker circulation18 and mid-latitude
Hadley circulation over theWest Pacific (Fig. 1b, c) would produce stronger
trade winds. These would promote a strengthening of the intensity of the
East Asian tropical monsoon trough50 and the development of anomalous
lower-tropospheric cyclones in the western North Pacific, thereby inducing
stronger winter16,50–53 and summer monsoons50,52 in East Asia.

Our inferred link between cooling-driven ice expansion in subpolar
regions and modifications to meridional and zonal temperature gradients
(as well as increased sensitivity of the climate system to obliquity), is sup-
ported by previous modeling work. For example, experiments on the Plio-
Pleistocene climate response to obliquity forcing indicate that a growing
Greenland ice sheet will induce an amplified response of the zonal mean
atmospheric circulation, theHadley circulation and theAtlanticMeridional
Overturning Circulation variations to obliquity forcing, resulting in a
stronger surface air temperature variability54. A climate–vegetation–ice
sheet model designed to simulate climate-ice sheet responses to transient
orbital parameters shows that amplification of obliquity forcing by sea ice,
vegetation, and cloud feedback is crucial for explaining the dominant
influence of obliquity onQuaternary ice sheets55. Simulations also indicate a
prominent control of obliquity-driven meridional thermal contrast on the
evolution of the East Asian winter56 and summer57 monsoons.

Subpolar sea ice expansion and the resulting increased response of the
global climate system to obliquity variations would have exerted important
effects on climate, environment, and ecosystems in the Middle East and in
Central and East Asia. As such, our results may provide an explanation for
the observed environment transitions and hominin evolution changes in
Africa at 1.9–1.6Ma8–11. This also hints at an implication for future global
climate change predictions, and that attention should be paid to the impact
of variations in sea surface temperature and sea ice extent in the subpolar
regions on the sensitivity of the global climate system to orbital parameters.

Linear andnonlinear analyses on collated climate- and oceanographic-
proxy records indicate a global climatic and environmental transition
contemporaneous with strengthened sensitivity to orbital obliquity varia-
tions at 1.9-1.6 Ma. The array of globally distributed records we present

suggests that the increased sensitivity to obliquity during this mid-Early
Pleistocene intervalwas linked to a coeval bipolar cooling andprominent ice
expansions in the subpolar regions. These would have caused feedback on
the strength of meridional temperature gradients and, in turn, a shoaling of
the tropical thermocline. The resulting stronger Hadley circulation over the
West Pacific and related stronger trade winds could have been important
contributors to the enhanced aridification of East Africa and Arabia and to
stronger East Asian winter and summer monsoons, thereby inducing the
observed critical transitions in global climate, ecosystems and associated
hominin evolution at around this time.Our studyhighlights the importance
of variations in the sea surface temperature and ice extent in the subpolar
regions and their impacts onmodulating the sensitivity of the global climate
system to different orbital forcing.

Methods
Data sources
We compiled multi-proxy records worldwide for analysis and comparison
(Fig. 2). The data comprise: (1) coarse size fraction (>30 μm) of a long drill
core record of loess from the Western Kunlun Mountain58, which is con-
sidered a proxy for wind strength, (2) magnetic susceptibility data from the
Chinese Loess Plateau, which is an indicator of the intensity of the Asian
summer monsoon31, (3) acetic acid-leached manganese content (MnHOAC)
data25,26 of a longborehole from theQaidamBasin, (4)Kcontent fromIODP
Site U1422 in the Japan sea28, and (5) dust flux records from the ODP sites
1146 inSouthChina Sea27, 967 inEasternMediterranean29 and722 in Indian
Ocean30. Together, these data can be used to identify temporal variations in
dust supply and paleoenvironmental evolution in the Asia interior, North
Africa and the Middle East. In addition, SST data from ODP sites 98221,
112517 and 109018 have been used, as well as an ice-rafted debris (IRD)
record fromODP Site 907 in the Iceland Sea23 that can reveal dynamic sea-
ice expansion and oceanic circulation processes.

Obliquity sensitivity
The obliquity sensitivity (Sobl) is calculated following the method of Levy
et al. (2019)38, in which Sobl is defined as δ2proxy/δ

2
La04, where δ

2
proxy is the

obliquity variance of the paleoclimatic proxy under investigation, and the
δ2La04 is the theoretical obliquity variance based on data from ref. 13.
Multitaper time-frequency power spectra were used to quantify the Sobl
through time, and was based on integration of variance between 0.023 and
0.027 cycles/kyr (i.e., 43–37 kyr) in order to obtain the dominant 41 kyr
obliquity signal. A 400 kyr window and a 10 kyr time step were used.

Obliquity power calculation
The power (i.e. variance) of obliquity (O) in the individual proxies was
calculated by integrating spectra in the frequency band 1/37–1/43 kyr, and
dividing this power by the total power (T) integrated from 0 to the Nyquist
frequency. A 2π multi-taper evolutionary spectral analysis with a 400-kyr
sliding window was used to track obliquity power through time59. The
evolutionary spectral analysiswasperformedusing evolutionary fast Fourier
transform spectrograms with a 400-kyr window60.

Recurrence analysis
To detect potential nonlinear dynamical transitions in proxy data, a
recurrence analysis was conducted. Recurrence analysis identifies the extent
towhich the studiedsystemcan ‘repeat’ itself and thusprovides independent
information on nonlinear dynamics and dynamical transitions61. In a
recurrence plot, periodic processes are expressed as dark-shaded areas
dominated by longer lines and less isolated recurrence points, while chaotic
or stochastic fluctuations are expressed as unshaded areas with very short
lines or single isolated recurrence points. The transition between different
states captures important regime changes within the data61. The original
unevenly spaced data were preprocessed using the Transformation Cost
Time Seriesmethod62. The recurrence analysis was performed following the
method of ref. 61 with an adaptively chosen threshold distance that ensures
a constant recurrence rate of 10%.
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Data availability
All data are available through refs. 18,25–31,58,63 and are publicly available
from the website at: https://www.ncei.noaa.gov/products/paleoclimatology.
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